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What are buyer
personas?.

Buyer personas are fictional, generalised representations of your ideal
customers. A buyer persona is not merely a description of your buyer;
actionable buyer personas reveal insights about your buyers’ decisions,
attitudes, and concerns to help you determine what drives customers to
choose you or a competitor. They help you understand your customers
(and prospective customers) better, and make it easier for you to tailor
content to the specific needs, behaviours, and concerns of different
groups.
The strongest buyer personas are based on market research as well as
on insights you gather from your actual customer base (through surveys,
interviews, etc.). When you have real insights into what your buyers think
about doing business with you, such as quotes from people who have
recently purchased from you or decided to go with a competitor, you have
the knowledge you need to align your marketing decisions with your
buyer’s expectations.
When starting out with buyer personas, start simple. Begin by creating
one or two buyer personas around which to focus your efforts. You should
base these off the key customer segments that offer the most value to
your business.
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What are negative
personas?.
Whereas a buyer persona is a representation of an ideal customer, a
negative —or “exclusionary”— persona is a representation of who you don’t
want as a customer.
This could include, for example, professionals who are too advanced for
your product or service, students who are only engaging with your content
for research/knowledge, or potential customers who are just too expensive
to acquire (because of a low average sale price, their propensity to churn,
or their unlikeliness to purchase again from your company.)
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How can you
use personas?.

At the most basic level, personas allow you to personalise or target your
marketing for different segments of your audience. For example, instead
of sending the same lead nurturing emails to everyone in your database,
you can segment by buyer persona and tailor your messaging according to
what you know about those different personas.
If you take the time to create negative personas, you’ll have the added
advantage of being able to segment out the “bad apples” from the rest of
your contacts, which can help you achieve a lower cost-per-lead and costper-customer (and see higher sales productivity).
When combined with buyer journey stage, buyer personas also allow you
to map out and create highly targeted content.
The buyer’s journey is the process buyers go through to become aware of,
evaluate, and purchase a new product or service. The journey is a threestep process:
→→ Awareness Stage: The buyer realises they have a problem.
→→ Consideration Stage: The buyer defines their problem and researches
options to solve it.
→→ Decision Stage: The buyer purchases a solution.
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For example, say you own a gym and you have created the buyer
persona, Weight-Loss Wendy. Weight-Loss Wendy is a 45-year-old mother
of two who is unhappy with her current weight and has never stepped foot
in a gym. She’s tried a variety of fad-diets and at-home exercise videos,
but has been reluctant to join a gym because she has no idea where to
start when it comes to using the equipment.
Nevertheless, Weight-Loss Wendy is becoming increasingly self-conscious
about her weight and is beginning to think she might need to bite the
bullet and sign up for a membership.
You know that Weight-Loss Wendy is in the consideration stage of the
buyer’s journey, as she visited your website and filled out a form with her
email address to receive details about your facilities and membership
prices.
With this and the full profile of your buyer persona in mind, you might
create a highly targeted piece of content for Weight-Loss Wendy that
you can send via email, along with the information she requested. For
example, you might attach a blog-post on building confidence in the gym,
or an eBook that demonstrates how to make the most of the equipment
the gym offers in order to meet weight-loss goals.
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How do you
create buyer
personas?.
Buyer personas are created through research, surveys, and interviews of
your target audience. That includes a mix of customers, prospects, and
those outside of your contact database who might align with your target
audience.
Here are some practical methods for gathering the information you need
to develop personas:
→→ Interview customers either in person or over the phone to discover
what they like about your product or service.
→→ Look through your contacts database to uncover trends about how
certain leads or customers find and consume your content.
→→ When creating forms to use on your website, use form fields that
capture important persona information. For example, if all of your
personas vary based on company size, ask each lead for information
about company size on your forms. You could also gather information
on what forms of social media your leads use by asking a question
about social media accounts.
→→ Take into consideration your sales team's feedback on the leads
they are interacting with most. What types of sales cycles does your
sales team work with? What generalisations can they make about the
different types of customers you serve best?
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Considerations
when creating
buyer personas.
Before you start to gather your data and build your buyer persona, there
are three considerations you should keep in mind.

1. Base personas on key customer groups
Firstly, you should gather all of the most up-to-date insight you already
have about your established key customer groups or segments. Create
one customer persona for each customer group or segment. This persona
should reflect a ‘typical’ person from that customer group. For example,
if one of your customer segments is predominantly made up of ‘married,
over-weight women aged 40-55,’ one of your buyer personas should
reflect this and delve further into the details of this customer.

2. Treat the persona as a real person
As you start to develop a persona, such as Weight-Loss Wendy, you
should move away from thinking about the persona as an abstract entity,
and start thinking and talking about that persona as a real customer.
Everyone in your organisation that will be working with the personas
needs to have a thorough understanding of your buyer personas, so they
need to feel like real people and be grounded in fact. Weight-Loss Wendy,
for instance, should be spoken about by name in meetings, referenced
in marketing plans, and used as a starting point for content creation. You
can aid this process by using pull-out quotes and photos on your persona
profile to bring the persona to life.
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3. Round out the persona with detail
Personas should contain enough information in them to round out the
person beyond merely their buyer journey and interactions with the
company. It’s easy to create personas that focus on demographics and
the spending power of a specific segment. Actionable personas that
provide real value offer insights into who someone is and why they might
believe certain things. What priorities are most important to them? Who
else in their life might be affecting their purchase decisions? Why do they
leave a customer journey? What motivates them?
Too often, personas are focused solely on the buying journey. Dig
deep into the person behind the persona so you have a holistic
understanding of that potential customer and their behaviour.

Too often, personas are focused solely on the buying journey. Dig
deep into the person behind the persona so you have a holistic
understanding of that potential customer and their behaviour.
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Templates for
creating personas.
Here, we’ll show you an example of how you can organise your persona
data to create unique buyer personas for your business.
Once you’ve filled out all of the relevant information, remember to make
the persona more visual by adding a photo, pull-out quotes, and charts or
graphs to demonstrate key insights.

1

Head of Human Resources

Background
Job? Career path? Family?

Worked at the same company for 10 years;
worked her way up from HR associate
Married with 2 children (10 and 8)

Skews female

2

Demographic

Age 30-45

Male or female? Age?
Income? Location?

Dual HH income: £140,000
Suburban

3
4
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Identiﬁers

Calm demeanor

Demeanor? Communication
preferences?

Probably has an assistant screening calls
Asks to receive collateral mailed/printed

Goals

Keep employees happy and turnover low

Primary goal? Secondary
goal?

Support legal and finance teams

8
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5
6

Challenges

Getting everything done with a small staff

Primary challenge?
Secondary challenge?

Rolling out changes to the entire copmany

What can we do
...to help our persona
acheive their goals?
...to help our persona
overcome their challenges?

Make it easy to manage all employee data
in one place
Integrate with legal and finance team’s
systems

“It’s been difficult getting company-wide
adoption of new technologies in the past.”

7

Real quotes
About goals, challenges, etc

”I don’t have time to train new employees on
a million different databases and platforms.”
“I’ve had to deal with so many painful
integrations with other departments’
databases and software.”

8
9
10
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Common
objections

“I’m worried I’ll lose data transitioning to a
new system.”

Why wouldn’t they buy
your product/service?

“I don’t want to have to train the entire
company on how to use a new system.”

Marketing
messaging
How should you describe
your solution to your
persona?

Elevator pitch
Sell your persona on your
solution!

Integrated HR Database Management

We give you an intuitive database that
integrates with your existing software and
platforms and lifetime training to help new
employees get up to speed quickly.

9
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Buyer personas
for your business.

With customers expecting brands to have much greater understanding
of their preferences, wants and needs, personas are increasingly being
embraced as a way to see the world through the customer’s eyes.
Buyer personas help organisations better understand who their customers
are, and as such, they can design more relevant and more personalised
services, experiences and products. They can better target sales and
marketing messaging with specific, highly targeted content offers that
meet the customer during their time of need and provide a solution to their
problem.
Use the above template to create buyer personas for your business
and start to better meet and exceed the needs of potential and current
customers.

Buyer personas help organisations better understand who their
customers are, and as such, they can design more relevant and
more personalised services, experiences and products.
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Let's work together

Get in touch
+44 (0) 115 704 3011
work@distinction.co.uk

Nottingham
4-6 Broadway, The Lace Market
Nottingham, NG1 1PS, UK

London
The Stanley Building, 7 Pancras Square
London, N1C 4AG, UK

Boston
470 Atlantic Avenue, 4th Floor
Boston, Massachusetts 02210, US
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